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Where pure romance meets the romance of travel Weddings can often be a planning nightmare, but says Sandra 
O’Connell, if you mix them with travel, they can emerge as the magic that we all desire them to be.

Marriage may be an august and honourable institution but weddings are a pain, both to organise and to attend. 
Holidays, by contrast, are all good.

So, if faced with the option of bringing 200 of your closest second cousins to a hotel somewhere in the midlands or 
high-tailing it o� to Tahiti with a more select few, which would you choose?
If it’s the latter, you’re not alone.

For a religious ceremony couples will need an up-to-date passport, original birth cert and baptismal or con�rmation 
certi�cates signed recently by a parish priest,” says Paola Shanahan, founder of specialist operator, IrishWeddings in Italy. 
They also need a letter of permission to marry outside of their parish from the parish priest.

“It is very important to get the timing right when it comes to submitting the documentation to Italy – too early and the 
documents will be returned, too late and they may not be accepted.”

There are plenty of ways to keep costs down too, without impacting on the celebrations.

“All of Italy is beautiful,” she points out, “So don’t fall into the trap of marrying in the (more expensive) major tourist 
locations. Pick a location not too far from an airport, to reduce travelling time and costs, and have the reception within 
walking distance of the church, which will save you on car or bus hire.”

Little things like choosing local �owers that are in season will also save you money, as will a little consideration over the 
meal.

To really save, opt for a mid-week wedding: “Tuesdays and Wednesdays are cheapest,” says Paola. “By picking the right 
size of venue for your wedding party, you can also ensure exclusivity on the day without having to pay for it.”
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